Notice of Hubei Province New Coronavirus
Infection Pneumonia Prevention and Control
Headquarters
In order to coordinate the advancement of epidemic prevention and
control and economic and social development, orderly restore the order
of production and life, according to the "People's Republic of China
Emergency Response Law", "People's Republic of China Infectious
Disease Prevention Law" and major public health emergencies in Hubei
Province I Relevant regulations such as the response mechanism, with
the approval of the central government, are hereby announced as
follows:
1. Starting from 0:00 on March 25, the areas outside Wuhan will be
lifted from the control of the departure from Hubei, and the external
traffic will be restored in an orderly manner. The personnel leaving
Hubei will flow safely and orderly with the Hubei Health Code "Green
Code".

2. Wuhan continues to implement strict control measures for the
passage from Han to Hubei. Starting at 0:00 on March 25, on the
premise of good health management and implementation of prevention
and control measures, migrant workers who hold the Hubei health code
"green code" after passing the nucleic acid test, take "point to point, one
stop The "style" approach concentrates on precise transportation to
ensure safe and orderly return to work. From 0:00 on April 8th, Wuhan
lifted the control measures for the departure from Han to Hubei, and
resumed the external traffic in an orderly manner. The personnel from
Han left with the Hubei health code "green code" for safe and orderly
flow.
3. Persons from other provinces who come to Elaihan can safely
and orderly move across the province based on the health code of other
provinces or the “green code” of the Hubei health code, without the
need to provide a separate health certificate (except those who are
indeed unable to apply for a health code) , Application approval form or
acceptance certificate, vehicle pass, etc. Persons leaving the province
should understand and abide by the relevant regulations on the
prevention and control of the epidemic situation at the destination in
advance.

4. Based on the assessment of the risk level of the epidemic
situation, Wuhan City, on the premise of doing a good job in the
prevention and control of the epidemic situation, promotes the grading,
classification, time-sharing, and conditional resumption of production of
enterprises.
5. Colleges, schools, vocational schools, technical colleges, and
kindergartens in the province continue to postpone the start of
school. The specific school start time will be determined after scientific
evaluation based on the epidemic prevention and control situation.
6.

All

localities

should

further

strengthen

their

territorial

responsibilities, not relax and pay close attention to all prevention and
control work, strictly prevent the risk of rebound of the epidemic
situation caused by the increase of personnel flow and gathering, and
properly deal with imported risks. It is necessary to make overall plans
for the return of personnel stranded in Han, etc., to refine work
arrangements and ensure safe and orderly flow. It is necessary to
actively and orderly promote the resumption of production and
production of enterprises and institutions, and strive to minimize the
losses caused by the epidemic, and strive to bring the economic and

social development of the province into a normal track as soon as
possible.
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